1993 7.3 idi

The engine was built in two displacements: cubic inches 6. In Ford signed an agreement with
International Harvester to produce diesel engines for their light truck line. This led directly to
the production of the 6. Before it could be sold to Ford however, Tenneco Inc. Introduced for the
model year, the 6. Although GM pickups already had offered a diesel engine in the C10 starting
in 5. The 6. For , a larger 7. This engine features numerous improvements over the 6. The front
cover was revised to reduce seepage. The first 7. For , it became the sole available IDI engine
and was now offered in Ford trucks. For , Ford made available a turbocharged variant of the 7.
The system was tuned to minimize performance loss at high elevation, rather than to improve
peak performance. A primary limiting factor to the performance potential of the engine is a
highly restrictive stock down-pipe. It is commonly believed, [ by whom? Factory turbo vehicles
received numerous additional improvements. Pistons had an enlarged primary compression
ring, added intermediate ring, an enlarged ring land and wrist pin, as well as an anodized piston
face. Other improvements included tweaks to the injection pump , and an upgraded oil-coolant
heat exchanger. These engines use an injection pump that is entirely mechanical, as was the
standard for diesels of the day. The fuel system also utilizes indirect injection which made it
quieter than mechanically direct injected engines. Both displacements use the Stanadyne DB-2
injection pump fed by a cam-driven lift pump. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This
article has multiple issues. Please help improve it or discuss these issues on the talk page.
Learn how and when to remove these template messages. This article needs additional citations
for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources.
Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. This article possibly contains original
research. Please improve it by verifying the claims made and adding inline citations. Statements
consisting only of original research should be removed. July Learn how and when to remove
this template message. Motor vehicle engine. Valve cover sticker from International-Navistar AT
7. International Harvester and Navistar International -produced engines. International Truck
product line. Navistar International. Categories : Navistar engines V8 engines Diesel engines by
model. Hidden categories: Articles needing additional references from July All articles needing
additional references Articles that may contain original research from July All articles that may
contain original research Articles with multiple maintenance issues Articles with short
description Short description matches Wikidata All articles with unsourced statements Articles
with unsourced statements from December Articles with specifically marked weasel-worded
phrases from December Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to
edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Add
links. International Harvester â€” Navistar International â€” Optional Single Wastegated , AR.
Development of the 6. And neither Ford nor International knew at the time that this engine would
eventually lay the foundation for one of the most successful diesels ever offered. The 6. It was
available with a 4 speed manual or 4 speed automatic transmission, though a 5 speed variant
was offered during its last production year. At horsepower, the 6. And by nature of being a
diesel, its fuel economy capabilities far exceeded that of all Ford's gassers with comparable
torque output. Completely mechanical, the 6. Despite having a fraction of the performance
potential of modern diesels, the 6. Indirect injection IDI , mechanical injectors, Stanadyne rotary
style injection pump. The 7. The extra displacement resulted in a modest bump in horsepower
and just over 20 extra lb-ft of torque. In , a turbocharged version of the engine was released,
which pushed torque to nearly lb-ft. Since the 7. The cylinder walls of the 7. The two engines
share displacement and dimensional characteristics, but the direct injection Power Stroke is
much more than an adaptation of the IDI. Naturally aspirated or turbocharged. Turbocharged
version available for and MY trucks only. Modern electronically controlled diesel engines are
relatively easy to modify for significant performance increases. The IDI engines are limited in
aftermarket support and there are few options available to improve performance. To squeeze
the most out of a Ford IDI, the following modifications are common:. Turbocharger systems
designed for direct injection engines cannot be easily adapted, since the IDI has a high
compression ratio and maximum boost needs to reflect the operational characteristics specific
to an IDI. When retrofitting an IDI with a turbocharger, there are companies that manufacturer
injectors and injection pumps designed to work efficiently with these systems. Performance
injectors and injection pump upgrades are not available for naturally aspirated IDI engines.
Airflow needs to be increased for these engines to accept fuel system upgrades without EGT
exhaust gas temperature concerns. When done in moderation, owners will notice a moderate
performance increase with minimal reliability concerns. For safety reasons, a pyrometer is
recommended when turning up the injection pump. A pyro will also help you find the "sweet
spot", where performance is maximized while maintaining reasonable exhaust gas temperatures
under load. The purpose of this "soup bowl" as it is commonly referred to is to reduce intake
noise. It can be cut off and removed to marginally increase airflow to the engine, though a

noticeable amount of intake noise will be present. The availability of pre-formed kits is limited,
but having an exhaust shop fabricate a complete exhaust system with a straight through muffler
is a viable option. International 6. Naturally aspirated versions of the engine were rated at
horsepower while the later turbocharged engines were rated at horsepower. While opting for the
turbocharger only resulted in an extra 5 peak horsepower, it more importantly added an
additional 50 lb-ft of torque. The 7. It was backed by either the ZF 5 speed manual or C6 3 speed
automatic transmission until , when the 4 speed E4OD replaced the C6 as the available
automatic transmission. The overdrive transmissions greatly improved fuel economy for the
completely mechanical 7. Unbeknownst at the time, the 7. Documentation from Ford Motor
Company states that the turbocharged version of the 7. Like the 6. Ford's advantage was the
reputation they had built with the 6. It was an electronically controlled, turbocharged, direct
injection diesel with a hydraulic HEUI injection system. Properly maintained, the 7. To combat
higher cylinder pressures and temperatures, several changes were made to the turbocharged
version of the 7. Additionally, turbocharged engines had the glow plug controller relocated to
the passenger side valve cover and the CDR moved to the driver side valve cover on naturally
aspirated engines, both are located at the rear of the intake manifold. Though the 7. Production
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Hi I have a way before my time ambulance here. The concern is at times will start fine then stall.
Very hard restart after stall. If it doesnt stall it runs great and after it starts runs great. Any
suggestions I have very little inj pump experience. Thanks Tony. Sounds like air intrusion to me,
check the return line caps for leakage, probably needs new caps, o-rings and lines. Very
common concern with these. There are many leak prone areas that allow air to enter the fuel
supply system and the fuel injector return lines during shut down. When this happens the
supply system and filter can drain so that when the engine is started it immediately ingests air
in the injection pump and it loses prime - the engine stalls and is very hard to restart usually
requiring purging to do so once this condition progresses. Inspect all of the fuel lines from the
tank to the fuel pup on the right side of the engine block and then the lines up to the fuel filter
housing. THen the rubber lines from the filter housing, pump and injector return lines and the
collars at every injector. You m ight just be better off replacing parts on a truck this old. Parts
meaning hoses, clamps and collars with new O-rings. Also the fuel pump can leak. IRC if you
think it is the fuel pump bleeding back pinch off the return the pump the see if it starts fine. You
can also buy the fuel return hose the injectors in bulk, I still have some in my toolbox that I will
probably never use. I have similar issue here. Does this means pump is defective? I put clear
hose in fuel filter vent line to fuel return line like the diag sheet showed. Let sit and started
stumbled and ran like crap. I checked the hose and sure enough full of air. The only thing i seen
was a little weapage from lift pump told customer i would like to replace lift pump. Put lift pump
in and upon removal got alot of fuel oil out of the weap hole. Test drove let sit and no air in my
clear line. Its back at fire station and they will let me know if we need to dig further. Thanks for
the help. Tony the screwy thing about diagnosing this concern is that there may be no
detectable external fuel leaks yet the system sucks in air when shut down. So yes - it sometimes
takes a little trial and error to replace the right part or line to resolve it but you should not be
getting fuel out of the weep hole. Sounds like you probably got it. Steel lines meaning the metal
tube going to the fuel filter housing and from the housing to the injection pump. Just heard they
had emergency call last night and my ambulance started stumbled ran rough then was good. So
I am going to get estimate on the fuel line orings and rubber return lines. Goodhue Mn fire dept
first responder. In Zumbrota there are 3 newer ambulances for rural goodhue co. A little over a
year ago on a saturday I was at work trying to catch up. My wife and mother in law were doing a
garage sale. Lucky it was dirt were he hit not cement. He was bruised good and got a cut on his
head. They hauled him to mayo in Rochester and stitched him up checked him over no concern.
Its something to work on an ambulance after you have had them respond to your house, family.
I am working on resealing this idi fuel system and upon removal of fuel filter housing found fuel
heater leaking fuel into connector anyone have a fuel heater connector part by chance. We
found a way to get a pigtail for fuel heater. It shares connector with the di fuel heater and fuel
bowl harness is available yet. I let this sit 2 days without being touched. She runs great when
started and driven after sitting now. As simple as the old trucks are, it's tough putting my brain
in "old" mode after playing with 6. Can't even ask for advice as I haven't even looked at the
truck yet. Joe - if it were me doing this job I would have gone ahead and installed new o-rings
on all of the injectors while I was there. I remember going round and round with several trucks
back in the day. In an earlier post I eluded to replacing hoses and seals. Specifically, the rubber
seals inside the fittings of the steel line that runs from the fuel filter housing to the injector
pump and any other line up there might need to be replaced. They are just large square cut
runner rings that compress around the tube and spread inside the fitting to seal. They can dry

rot and crack, compress and suck air on shut down. Anything on that system that is not high
pressure is suspect - anything on that filter or housing that can be removed, inspected and or
resealed is worthy of your attention. The rubber seals inside the steel lines were in terrible
shape on the ambulance i started this post about. The steel line from filter to high pressure
pump was different size then the line from lift pump to filter housing. My parts guy got me same
size seals for both lines and i looked at parts pictures with him. I was able to get the seals on
both lines and it worked fine but they were very tight inside of the smaller line. Does that seem
normal or were we missing something in the parts picture? There is a service kit for the early 7.
More than you need for the IDI engines but you will get what you need. Toss the extras in your
parts drawer as you never know when you might need one. You can post now and register later.
If you have an account, sign in now to post with your account. Paste as plain text instead. Only
75 emoji are allowed. Display as a link instead. Clear editor. Upload or insert images from URL.
There are no registered users currently online. Rate this topic 1 2 3 4 5. Go to solution Solved by
tonybullitt, August 8, Reply to this topic Start new topic. Prev 1 2 Next Page 1 of 2.
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registered users currently online. I don't get it either. They just plain don't understand that it is
their staffs lack of maintenance at fault. Most think that its just poor product. The other issue is
lack of available employees. Regen Lite? On extended Idle. Interesting, thanks for sharing!
Doing one right now on a with the factory filter still on it and Change engine oil now message
displaying on the dash. By engine hours it should be on it's 4th or 5th oil change. I don't fucking
understand. This is the 2nd dpf on this unit. Also they are a large co-op, "fleet". Multiple trucks
with "drive to clean" check engine lights on. They just keep using them till they stop. Cant get
them to do the man regen. Cummins And Carbon. Cummins EGR Adapter. Cummins EGR Valve.
Cummins Intake Heater Grid. Sign In Sign Up.

